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Did	you	know	that	46%	of	consumers	now	actively	prefer	using	their	mobile	devices	for	the	entirety	of	a	purchase	

process?¹	How	about	that	in	the	last	6	months	alone	62%	of	smartphone	users	have	made	a	purchase	using	their	

mobile	devices?²

With	these	stats	in	mind	it’s	become	clear	that	in	any	industry,	if	businesses	want	to	be	as	successful	as	possible,	

an	effective	strategy	for	collecting	payments	via	mobile	devices	is	absolutely	critical.

However,	many	businesses	have	been	slow	to	realise	this.	Some	businesses	are	still	relying	on	what	they	perceive	

to	be	“tried	and	trusted”	communication	channels	like	post,	and	call	centre	agents.	While	these	channels	will	fit	

the	bill	nicely	for	connecting	with	some	customer	demographics,	the	needs	and	preferences	of	many	customers	

have	evolved,	and	more	engaging	ways	to	collect	payment	from	these	customers	are	readily	available	today.

Another	major	consideration	for	businesses	is	how	they	can	allow	customers	to	serve	themselves.	Doing	this	

provides	benefits	to	everyone.	The	business	will	reduce	their	cost	to	serve	by	providing	a	fully	automated,	digital	

platform	which	doesn’t	require	any	human	interaction.	The	customer	will	benefit	from	a	more	convenient	service,	

which	allows	them	to	make	a	payment	any	time,	any	where,	without	the	need	to	be	at	a	desktop	computer,	visit	a	

physical	location,	send	a	cheque	or	wait	on	hold	to	speak	to	an	agent.

In	this	paper,	we’ll	firstly	be	taking	a	look	at	the	impact	that	failure	to	collect	payments	is	having	on	business.	We’ll	

then	start	to	look	at	what	the	considerations	are	for	businesses	who	are	looking	to	move	to	a	digital,	self-serve	

platform,	and	then	move	to	an	analysis	of	which	communication	channels	will	provide	this.	Finally,	we’ll	take	a	look	

at	the	role	Esendex	can	play	in	this	process	by	providing	a	multi-channel	payment	strategy,	which	can	be	used	in	

conjunction	with	your	existing	payment	channels.

1. AdWeek - Mobile shopping is on the rise, but remains split between the mobile web and apps 
2. Outer Box - Mobile eCommerce stats in 2018 and the future trends of mCommerce

http://www.esendex.co.uk
http://www.adweek.com/digital/mobile-shopping-is-on-the-rise-but-remains-split-between-the-mobile-web-and-apps/
https://www.outerboxdesign.com/web-design-articles/mobile-ecommerce-statistics
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Collecting payments from customers in a simple, efficient and prompt way is a 

challenge almost every business will have to face at one stage or another. Having the 

entirety of their customer base pay in full, and when asked to, is commonplace in some 

industries, and close to a pipe dream in others.

Obviously, there are a variety of reasons for a customer failing to pay. The customer 

could have forgotten to; they might not be financially able to, or they might not have 

received their bill. However, none of these reasons should be seen as an excuse for a 

business failing to collect at all. 

Later in this paper we’ll be looking at the tools available to encourage payment, but to 

start, let’s look at the causes, and the impact failure to collect payments is having  

on businesses.

Setting the scene - how much do customers owe now?
The total amount of consumer debt amassed on credit cards, personal loans, and car deals alone in the UK 

currently stands at an astonishing 200bn.³ 

Also,	according	to	research	undertaken	by	Comparethemarket.com,	the	amount	owed	to	business	by	the	average	

individual	UK	consumer	stands	at	£8,000	(not	including	mortgages).	

This	figure	becomes	even	more	alarming	when	we	consider	that	in	the	last	12	months	10%	of	respondents	to	the	

same	survey	had	said	they’d	maxed	out	their	credit	card	or	been	overdrawn.	A	further	33%	had	said	that	they	plan	

to	take	on	additional	debt	in	the	following	year.

3. The Guardian - UK’s £200bn consumer debt unsustainable, S&P warns

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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How are payment collection failures affecting industry 
verticals?
Here are just a selection of the issues surrounding payment collections for business:

4. The Guardian - The UK’s debt crisis - in figures
5. Creditsafe - Watchdog: A statistical analysis of the UK economy
6. Creditsafe - Watchdog: A statistical analysis of the UK economy

Car finance

Loans	for	new	cars	have	seen	a	sharp	increase	in	recent	

times.	86% (or more than 1 million cars per year)	of	

new	car	purchases	can	now	be	attributed	to	PCPs	

(Personal	contract	plans).

In	fact,	new	finance	for	cars	more than doubled (in	the	

5	years	leading	to	2016)	to	£30bn,	and	has	continued	

to	steadily	rise	since.⁴

86%

Due	to	the	sheer	volume	of	customers	buying	cars	

in	this	way,	coupled	with	the	fact	that	a	payment	will	

generally	be	taken	every	month,	lenders	will	need	

to	introduce	cost-effective,	automated	payment	

prompting	when	needed.	As	a	result,	many	lenders	

will	need	reassess	their	communication	strategies	to	

maximise	their	collection	potential.

£30billion

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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Retail

Bad	debt	is	on	the	rise	in	retail.	In	the	last	quarter	of	

2017,	bad	debt	in	the	UK	rose	from	£2.1million	to	

£53.6	million.	That’s a rise of 2464.5%⁵

Is	this	bad	debt	having	an	effect	on	retail	performance?	

Well,	retail insolvencies grew 60%	in	the	second	

quarter	of	2018	compared	to	the	same	period	in	2017	

(416	compared	to	261).⁶  With	this	in	mind	retailers	

need	consider	alternative	channels	of	recovering	bad	

debt,	rather	than	simply	writing	it	off.

closed

60%

2464.5%

40%

Mortgage lending

To	say	that	many	UK	residents	with	mortgages	could	

find	themselves	in	a	precarious	position	over	the	next	

few	years	would	be	something	of	an	understatement.	

After	the	financial	crisis	of	2007-08	many	prospective	

buyers	utilised	the	government’s	“Help	to	Buy”	scheme	

which	helped	out	with	first	time	buyers’	deposits.

The	drawback	of	this	scheme	is	that	many	buyers	

took	on	more	debt	than	they	could	afford	if	interest	

rates	started	to	rise	quickly,	which	is	something	that	

started	to	happen	for	the	first	time	in	10	years	in	2017.	

More than 40% of borrowers in the UK have never 

experienced a rate rise,	so	the	potential	to	get	caught	

out	is	huge.⁷

The	time	for	mortgage	lenders	to	prepare	for	a	

potential	upsurge	in	non-payment	is	now.

7. The Guardian - The UK’s debt crisis - in figures

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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While	Ofgem	has	been	calling	on	suppliers	to	provide	

more	support	to	those	in	high	levels	of	debt,	many	

still	aren’t	doing	enough.	This	has	resulted	in	Ofgem	

introducing	strict	new	rules	for	suppliers	in	providing	

the	support	required	in	bringing	down	debt	levels.	

Utiltity	providers	need	to	realise	quickly	that	improving	

communication	channels	and	providing	the	appropriate	

facilities	for	creating	payment	plans	and	making	

payments	is	going	to	play	a	pivotal	part	in	this.	

Utility sector

Although	the	utility	sector	is	moving	in	the	right	

direction	when	it	comes	to	reducing	the	amount	of	

customers	in	debt,	the	amount	owed	by	the	average	

customer	in	debt	grew	to	over	£600	in	2017	before	

they	started	making	repayments.	This is a 7% increase 

on 2016 figures.⁸

7%

8. Ofgem - Suppliers must do more to help those in debt...

Based on these statistics, it’s clear that businesses have to consider the ways 

they ask for payments as a priority. Gone are the days when businesses could 

send a paper bill, or make a manual phone call and hope for the best. Businesses 

need to be smarter, and employ channels which are not only engaging, but 

also provide options for easy to access payment facilities, which can be flexible 

where required.

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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So far in this paper we’ve focused on the problems caused by businesses failing to 

collect payments from customers, but now it’s time to focus on how they can collect 

an increased number of payments, in an easier and more cost-effective way.

Gartner estimates that by 2020, customers will manage 85% of their banking 

relationship alone, without ever interacting with a human11.

For	any	business	looking	to	create	more	opportunities	

to	collect	payments,	self-service	facilities	should	be	

one	of	the	first	aspects	to	consider.	There	are	two	main	

benefits	for	businesses	who	do	this.	

	 It	provides	much	more	convenience	to	customers	

when	compared	to	traditional	channels.	Payments	

can	be	made	at	any	time	or	place	which	is	much	

less	likely	to	present	a	barrier	to	payment,	when	

compared	to	(for	example)	having	to	wait	on	hold	

to	speak	to	an	agent.	There	is	also	clear	evidence	

to	suggest	there	is	a	growing	appetite	with	

consumers	for	self-serve.	In	fact,	a	recent	study⁹	

found	that	70%	of	consumers	expect	a	business	

to	provide	self-serve	facilities,	and	40%	actually	

prefer	self-service	over	dealing	with	 

a	representative.

		 There	are	clear	cost	savings	to	be	had.	In	a	study	

conducted	by	Esendex	we	found	that	the	average	

cost	for	a	collections	agent	to	take	a	payment	from	

a	customer	was	£1.25	(based	on	a	cost	per	hour	of	

£15,	and	a	5	minute	call	time).	Compare	this	with	

a	self-serve	telephone	payment	line	cost	of	67.5p	

per	payment	(7.5p	cost	of	call,	and	60p	transaction	

cost).	This	represents	a	46%	saving	per	interaction.

Businesses	should	also	consider	the	benefits	of	

targeting	customers’	mobile	devices	as	part	of	their	

payment	strategies.	Every	day,	37.3	million	people	

who	have	a	smartphone	in	the	UK	use	their	device¹⁰,	

so	the	opportunity	to	provide	digital,	mobile	focused	

customer	touchpoints	for	any	type	of	business	has	

never	been	greater.

9. SuperOffice - The value of customer self-service in the digital age
10. Deloitte - State of the Smart Survey, 2017 

11. Gartner -  Customer 360 Summit 2011

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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What are the options available 
for providing self-serve, mobile-
focused payment facilities?

SMS
This might not seem an obvious place to start, as the amount of self-serve actions that can take place  

exclusively through SMS is limited, but text messaging is an extraordinarily effective way of prompting 

customers to take action.

With	an	unparalleled	open	rate	of	95%¹²,	SMS	can	

prompt	payment	of	a	bill,	trigger	a	call-back	at	the	

convenience	of	the	customer,	provide	updates	on	the	

status	of	an	application,	and	promote	new	services	that	

will	benefit	the	recipient.	

Studies	have	shown	that	businesses	who	engage	

with	millennials	via	SMS	can	enjoy	conversion	rate	

increases	of	up	to	100%¹³.	In	a	further	example,	77%	

of	millennials	(people	aged	18-34)	had	a	much	better	

perception	of	businesses	who	offered	SMS	support	for	

customer	service	than	those	that	didn’t¹⁴.

SMS	also	provides	considerable	savings	in	terms	

of	internal	resource	usage.	Systems	like	SMS	Chat	

make	it	easy	for	in-house	agents	to	manage	multiple	

conversations	at	the	same	time,	as	opposed	to	

managing	a	single	telephone	call,	one	by	one.

12. Esendex - SMS Open Rates Survey 2018 
13. Webio - Messaging: The key to cracking millenial customers

14. Harris Poll, 2014

Send a message

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

Hi Natalie. You have an 
outstanding balance of £78.64. 
Please visit www.tempofi-
nance.com/payments to make 
a payment as soon as possible 
or call 1234 56789 to discuss 
the matter further. Thank you.TF

http://www.esendex.co.uk
http://www.webio.com/messaging-the-key-to-cracking-millennial-customers.html
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Outbound Voice Broadcasting
Voice broadcasting enables businesses to maximise payment collection potential by initiating an automated 

telephone call to all customers at once. Professionally recorded messages can be sent to a landline or mobile, and 

offer a flexible, memorable alternative to SMS and email.

By	using	their	telephone	keypads	customers	can	first	

of	all,	validate	their	identity,	before	entering	details	of	

their	payment,	and	finally	details	of	their	chosen	credit/

debit	card.	Customers	can	also	choose	to	speak	to	an	

agent	at	any	stage	of	the	call.

Outbound	Voice	interactions	also	help	financial	service	

providers	in	particular	comply	with	the	principles	of	

TCF	(Treating	customers	fairly),	in	that	the	cost	of	the	

interaction	is	absorbed	by	the	provider,	and	in	turn	

provides	free	of	charge	services	for	the	customer.

13:20

Tempo finance

� � �

+ � �

00:03

videoadd call contacts

keypadmute speaker

Hello	Mr.	Allen,	 

your	monthly	loan	repayment	 

is	now	6	weeks	overdue.	 

Press	1	to	make	a	payment	or	 

2	to	speak	to	an	advisor.

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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Bots
Bots are going to play a big part in the future of financial service providers who are looking to save on costs, by 

offering self-serve facilities.

Contained	within	chat	platforms	like	Facebook	

Messenger,	bots	allow	customers	to	process	self-serve	

payments	around	the	clock,	and	get	useful,	instant,	

automated	responses.	This	in	turn	represents	a	 

benefit	to	the	business	by	allowing	human	agents	

to	reduce	their	time	spent	on	phones	processing	

payments	manually.

Some	organisations	already	using	bots	have	recorded	

some	extremely	positive	results	from	their	new	

payment	processing	systems.	In	the	financial	sector	for	

example	Swedbank,	and	their	bot	Nina.	Of	the	40,000	

interactions	a	month	that	Nina	handles,	81%	of	the	

interactions	(including	payments)		are	resolved	without	

the	need	to	speak	to	an	agent.	This	represents	massive	

savings	for	Swedbank,	and	a	better,	more	convenient	

customer	experience	for	customers¹⁵.

15. Forbes - 5 ways chatbots can improve customer experience in banking

Thanks. Can you please now confirm your date 
of birth.

Hi Susan. Before we put you through to an agent 
we just need to ask you a couple of Security 
questions. To begin, please tell me the 1st and 
3rd digits of your security key.

Bot

Susan

3,8

Susan

26/4.84

Bot

Thanks Susan. I’ll now pass you through to our 
customer support agent.

Bot

Hi Susan, you’re now speaking with Alan. How 
can I help you today?

Alan

An example of a bot interaction

http://www.esendex.co.uk
http://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2017/08/06/5-ways-chatbots-can-improve-customer-experience-in-banking/#131494a17148
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Mobile web apps
Mobile web apps go by many different names (e.g. Mobile Journeys from Esendex), but the principle remains the 

same. The customer receives a link (via SMS/Email) to a set of optimised web forms tailored for mobile phone 

users, which are hard to distinguish from a native or hybrid app. 

They	remove	distractions,	by	only	including	the	elements	that	customers	need	to	complete	a	payment,	and	

reduce	friction	by	making	all	interactions	small-screen	friendly.	This	yields	a	much	higher	payment	completion	

rate	than	would	be	achieved	through	traditional	web	pages	accessed	on	a	smartphone	(the	average	web	form	gets	

completed	12.6%	of	the	time.	Mobile	Journeys	average	46.5%	click-to-completion¹⁶).	This	statistic	is	of	particular	

interest,	when	we	consider	that	mobile	web	apps	can	be	used	in	allowing	customers	to	process	self-serve	

payments	and	eliminate	the	need	for	interactions	with	a	human	agent.

Businesses	will	also	enjoy	the	unique	nature	of	each	mobile	web	app	instance	they	send.	By	using	existing	data,	

each	journey	can	be	personalised	with	customers’	information,	which	in	turn	increases	the	chances	of	 

payment	completion.

About You
Reference/account No.*

Household details
Please note any information provided
by you through this website may not

be available to us until the next 
working day.

No. of adults in household

2516731277532

Email Address

4

Household income
Monthly

Your pay (after tax)*

4£

Partner’s income (if applicable)

4£

Benefits (including tax benefits)

4£

Benefits (including tax benefits)

4£

No. of children under in household

2

No. of children 14-18 in household

0

joe.bloggs@gmail.com

Greenville Borough CouncilGreenville Borough Council Greenville Borough Council

Back NextBack NextBack Next

16. Esendex - Streamlining the income and expenditure process

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
While interactive voice response might not be the favourite way to process payments for the key millennial 

demographic (research suggests that they prefer text based interactions like like mobile web apps¹⁷), they still 

have a key part to play in allowing other demographics to process self-serve payments.

Businesses	will	see	large	resource	savings	in	providing	

an	IVR	system	which	allows	customers	to	process	

payments	via	an	automated	phone	call	that	would	have	

traditionally	required	a	human	interaction.

As	mentioned	earlier	in	this	paper,	the	cost	to	serve	a	

customer	through	an	IVR,	when	compared	to	a	human	

agent,	is	significantly	lower.	For	instance,	a	payment	

taken	via	a	human	agent	would	cost	£1.25	compared	

to	67p	for	an	IVR,	saving	46%.

Almost	every	demographic	has	first-hand	experience	

of	interacting	with	an	IVR,	and	that	familiarity	coupled	

with	the	‘always	on’	attribute	of	a	self-serve	system	

ensures	IVR’s	continued	usage.	

13:20

+447852124354 

� � �

+ � �

00:03

videoadd call contacts

keypadmute speaker

Example IVR message

Thank	you	John.	 

Press	1	to	hear	your	account	

balance.	Press	2	to	make	a	

payment.	Press	3	to	speak	to	a	

customer	support	agent

17. Forbes  - Phone calls, texts or email? Here’s how Millenials prefer to communicate

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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RCS (Rich Communication Services)
RCS is designed to ultimately replace SMS as the default message app on Android devices over the next  

few years. 

At	the	time	of	writing	this	paper,	RCS	is	supported	by	

50	mobile	operators;	this	number	is	expected	to	rise	

to	over	200	by	Q1	2019¹⁸.	The	current	number	of	159	

million	users	is	expected	to	rise	to	1.05	billion	in	the	

same	period.

RCS	takes	all	of	the	best	parts	of	SMS	and	gives	it	an	

upgrade	for	the	modern	marketplace.	While	still	being	

able	to	capitalise	on	the	magnificent	95%	open	rate	of	

SMS¹⁹,	RCS	brings	much	more	to	the	party.

Businesses	will	be	able	to	set	up	fully	automated	and	

branded	interactions	with	their	customers,	using	new	

tools	like	buttons,	rich	cards,	and	integrated	payment	

facilities	-	all	of	which	will	appeal	to	the	millennial	

demographic	who	are	keen	to	use	the	latest	tools	to	

self-serve.	Service	providers	will	also	be	able	to	gain	

“verified	sender”	status,	which	will	reassure	their	

customers	that	their	interaction	is	with	a	 

trustworthy	source.

£45
Next payment due 23/5/18

Here’s your current balance
Would you like to make a payment?

Pay using Google Pay

Chat with an agent

� Call an agent

No, not right now

�

Send a message

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

Thanks for confirming your 
identity, here’s your current 
store card balanceTF

18. Forbes - Is RCS poised to overtake SMS for text messaging supremacy?
19. Esendex - 2018 Survey on SMS Open Rates

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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Web and SMS chat
Both Web and SMS chat platforms are great for businesses who aren’t looking for a completely automated self-

serve solution, but are looking for better ways to maximise their existing payment facilities.  

When	compared	to	a	traditional	payment	channels	like	

telephone	support,	which	only	allows	support	agents	

to	manage	a	single	payment	at	a	time,	chat	platforms	

allow	customer	service	agents	to	manage	multiple	

payments	at	once.	Additionally,	some	chat	providers	

are	also	offering	bot	integration,	so	you	can	automate	

payments	too.

Web	chat	is	also	popular	with	customers,	with	41%	

saying	that	web	chat	was	their	preferred	method	of	

interaction	with	businesses,	and	51%	saying	that	they	

would	be	more	likely	to	use	a	service	provider	again,	if	

they	provided	web	chat	for	B2C	communications²⁰.

SMS	and	Web	Chat	platforms	will	also	be	of	particular	

interest	to	the	key	millennial	demographic,	of	whom	

75%	are	reported	to	prefer	text	over	talking²¹.

Send a message

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

Hi Sam, this is a message from 
Tempo Finance. We urgently 
need to speak to you. Please 
reply to this message to 
discuss.

Hi. What would you like to 
discuss?

1,2

TF

Hi Sam. You’re now speaking 
with Gemma. Before we start, 
I’d just like to ask some 
security questions. Can I 
please have the first and third 
digits of your security code.TF

20. Kayako -  Live chat statistics
21. Kayako -  Live chat statistics

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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WhatsApp and Apple Business Chat
Both of these channels are in their infancy at the time of writing this paper, and as such the range of 

functionalities that these channels offer is quite limited. In fact, the functionality is limited to simple chat style 

interactions with a live customer service agent.

While	this	means	that	WhatsApp	and	Apple	Business	

Chat	can’t	completely	automate	a	payment,	these	

channels	can	still	be	used	to	process	a	payment	via	

an	agent.	Apple	Business	Chat	interactions	may	also	

deploy	Apple	Pay	to	streamline	the	payment	 

process	further.

While	it’s	early	days	for	these	platforms,	their	potential	

for	making	payment	collections	easier	on	both	the	

customer	and	business	side	is	undeniable.	WhatsApp	

can	now	claim	to	have	over	1.5billion	monthly	users²²,	

and	there	are	over	700	million	iphones	currently	being	

used²³.	These	are	surely	figures	that	any	business	

collecting	payments	in	a	digital,	self-serve	age	has	to	

take	into	account.

22. Tech Crunch -  WhatsApp hits 1.5 billion monthly users.  $19B? Not so bad
23. Fortune -  Here’s how many iPhones are currently being used worldwide

To: HomeStore

HomeStore

12:17

Hi Sam, the sofa you asked 
about is back in stock and can 
be shipped to a store near you.

Thank you, that looks perfect!

Great! If you place your order 
today, it should arrive at your 
chosen store in time for the 
weekend.

£299.00
2 Seater Sofa - Grey Canvas

http://www.esendex.co.uk
http://techcrunch.com/2018/01/31/whatsapp-hits-1-5-billion-monthly-users-19b-not-so-bad/
http://fortune.com/2017/03/06/apple-iphone-use-worldwide/
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The following case studies offer an insight into how Esendex can help financial service 

providers have more engaging, self-serve interactions with their customers.

Using Esendex Mobile Journeys to boost collection rates

While	SMS	has	long	been	used	to	improve	contact	rates	(by	sending	SMS	reminders)	Mobile	Journeys	can	build	

on	that,	by	providing	the	means	to	process	payments	in	a	secure,	convenient	and	cost-effective	way.	Here’s	an	

example	of	how	Mobile	Journeys	can	be	used	to	first	validate	a	customer’s	identity	before	providing	a	convenient	

and	self-serve	way	for	the	customer	to	make	a	payment.

Hi John
Welcome to our secure self service portal.

Before proceeding you will need to 
completea few security questions.

Please confirm that you are:

John Smith

Please confirm the following details 
below are correct:

Your reference: 

12345

If these details are correct select the 
Confirm button below, otherwise select

Back to correct this information 
and try again.

Year

Yes Back Confirm

Confirm your
details

No

Security Check
Please confirm your date of birth below

and then select confirm:

MonthDay

Back Confirm

Confirm your 
payment

You are about to make a payment for

£12.60

If this is correct select the Confirm button
below, otherwise select Back to correct

this information and try again.

Please enter your card details below.

Thank you for your payment of £12.60.

Payment was successful and will be
processed shortly. 

If you need to talk to us about anything
else then please call the customer service

helpline on: 0800 415 8866

Please select

Card Type:

*required

Exact Name on Card:

*required

Month

Card Number:

Card Number:

Issue Number (if available)

Year

Next Back Confirm

Payment Successful

Back Confirm

(optional)

The	customer	is	first	asked	to	verify	their	identity	and	account	details.

The	customer	is	then	asked	to	confirm	their	payment	amount	and	payment	details	before	receiving	confirmation	
of	the	payment	being	taken.

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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RCS for repayment plan building

As	we’ve	mentioned	earlier	in	this	paper,	RCS	represents	the	next	evolution	of	B2C	SMS	messaging.	Here’s	an	

example	of	how	RCS	can	build	on	SMS,	by	providing	the	means	to	make	enquiries	and	payments	from	within	a	

single	conversation,	without	the	need	to	visit	a	separate	website	or	app.

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

Hi Jason. We’re acting on 
behalf of General Loans 
regarding your outstanding 
balance. Do you have a couple 
of minutes to discuss this?

Yes no problem Not right now

DE22 2PH

TF

Great. Just before we get 
started we need to verify your 
identity.

Can you please confirm your 
current postcode.TF

Send a message

Thanks. Can you now please 
confirm your date of birth in the 
following format:

First of all, the customer’s identity is  

confirmed by providing answers to a series  

of automatically triggered questions.

The customer is then provided with information 

about their balance. They’re also invited to set 

up a repayment plan, or speak  

with an advisor.

If the customer selects “Set up a repayment 

plan”, they’ll be taken to a Mobile Journey 

with an automated income and expenditure 

assessment, and commit to a repayment plan.

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

Send a message

£6729.12
Your outstanding balance
How would you like to proceed?

Set up a repayment plan

�

� �

�

�

Seek information from Citizens Advice

Contact us to discuss your repayments

�

100% 12:17

Tempo finance
Monthly Income

TF

£ 20000

Your pay
(after tax*)

£ 15000

Partners Income
(if applicable)

£ 200

Benefits
(including tax credits)

£ 0

Other
(including maintenance, pension)

Total Income £35200.00

Back Next

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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£250
Next payment due 23/5/18

Here’s your current balance
Would you like to make a payment?

Pay using Google Pay

Chat with an agent

� Call an agent

No, not right now

�

Send a message

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

The customer can then choose to view their 

agreed repayment schedule or view  

their current balance.

The ability to chat with a live agent within the 

RCS workflow is always available  

to the customer.

Payments can be taken without leaving the 

conversation, or if the provider prefers, payment 

can be taken via a linked automated phone 

serve/secure payment portal.

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

TF

Send a message

Thanks for choosing to chat
with us about making a 
payment. An agent will be with 
you shortly.

Yes. We would not try to take 
any further payments if you pay 
in full today. Would you like me
to resend the option to you
now?

Hi Paul. If I pay in full now will
my direct debit automatically
stop? 

Hi Jason. You’re now
connected with Paul, how can
I help you today? 

TF

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

SWIPE TO PAY

Order summary

Tempo Finance

Pay

Total £250.00
£0.00

Payment method

jason.smith@gmail.com
Master *****3456

£250.00

100%

Tempo finance

12:17

Pay using Google Pay

Send a message

Thank you for your payment
Jason (Ref:12345). Your
payment of £250 has now been 
completed and credited to your 
account. Thanks again form 
Tempo Finance.

Payment receipt

Total £250.00
£0.00

jason.smith@gmail.com
Master *****3456 Pay

Tempo Finance £250.00

TF

Finally a payment reference and thank you  

are given to the customer

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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Mobile Journey

Contact details available

Data received

Days overdue Amount outstanding

Esendex decision engine
(This determines the channel and tone of the message sent)

Customer is sent 
through the

sequence again 
OR is removed 
by the provider

Customer A Customer CCustomer B

SMS reminder of 
late payment sent

Payment
options

Voice reminder of late payment sent IVR

Payment
options

No response or message failed

£5 owed £10 owed£45 owed

Email reminder of 
late payment sent

Payment
options

IVR

No response or message failed

IVR

Mobile Journey

Payment Portal

Multichannel communication strategy for automated debt collection

In	the	2015/16	financial	year,	The	UK’s	SMEs	wrote	off	a	combined	£5.8	billion	alone,	with	the	average	business	

currently	owed	£62,957²⁵.	Much	of	this	can	be	attributed	to	having	a	lack	of	effective	collection/payment	

strategies.	From	retailers	to	credit	providers,	having	a	low-cost,	effective	way	of	collecting	debt	is	a	major	business	

goal.	It’s	no	surprise,	then,	that	this	is	one	of	Esendex’s	most	popular	multichannel	automations.

Working	with	companies’	data,	Esendex	can	develop	tailored	and	fully	automated	treatment	paths.	The	experience	

is	unique	to	the	end	customer,	and	automatically	adapts	to	changes	in	their	circumstances.	Levels	of	complexity	

can	be	built	into	strategies	allowing	for	minimal	human	interaction	and	allowing	customers	the	ability	to	self-serve.

In	the	example	below	we’ve	illustrated	a	workflow	that’s	generated	a	15%	increase	in	collection	rates	for	an	

Esendex	customer.	Importantly,	there	is	zero	human	interaction	required.

24. Business Matters - SMEs wrote off £5.8 billion in debt in last financial year
25.  Insurance Business UK -  Opportunity for brokers as SMEs write off  £5.8 billion

http://www.esendex.co.uk
https://www.bmmagazine.co.uk/uncategorized/smes-wrote-off-5-8-billion-debt-last-financial-year/
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/uk/news/breaking-news/opportunity-for-brokers-as-smes-writeoff-5-8-billion-36841.aspx
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Making	the	switch	from	traditional	payment	channels	to	modern	self-serve	channels	is	a	consideration	that	most	

businesses	need	to	make	if	they	are	to	remain	competitive.	Many	businesses	will	no	longer	be	able	to	write	off	

uncollected	payments	and	debt	if	they	are	to	stay	ahead	of	the	competition.

Consumers	have	already	seen	advancements	in	bricks	and	mortar	stores	with	the	introduction	of	tools	like	

contactless	payments	and	Apple	Pay,	which	have	both	been	adopted	on	a	massive	scale	-	but	can	the	same	be	said	

for	advancements	in	how	payments	are	taken	remotely?	Probably	not.

Making	the	right	decision	on	which	channel	to	use,	for	the	right	type	of	customer,	will	remain	one	of	the	key	

decisions	that	businesses	need	to	make.	And	when	dealing	with	multiple	types	of	customer	demographics,	a	

multichannel	approach	which	maximises	payment	potential	has	to	be	considered	too.

Adopting	a	next	generation	digital,	self-serve	platform	for	payments	is	understandably	going	to	present	challenges	

and	trepidation	for	some,	but	the	opportunities	presented	as	a	result	should	be	seen	as	a	greater	cause	for	

optimism.	Being	able	to	reduce	the	strain	on	staff	by	providing	fully	automated	systems	being	one	major	benefit.	

Reducing	cost	to	serve	being	another.	

The	main	benefit	of	providing	these	new	payment	platforms,	however,	is	to	improve	customer	satisfaction.	

Modern	customers	don’t	just	want,	but	now	expect	convenience	and	ease	of	use	at	every	touchpoint.	

Using	a	new	payment	system	also	doesn’t	have	to	mean	that	any	legacy	systems	are	instantly	discarded.	The	

process	can	be	gradual,	or	even	partial.	Esendex’s	payment	options	for	instance	can	be	layered	over	the	top	of	

existing	systems	which	from	a	technical	point	of	view,	means	that	extensive	work	won’t	be	needed	to	take	the	

next	steps.

With	all	of	this	in	mind	it	has	to	be	concluded	that	the	benefits	of	providing	digital	mobile	payments	are	too	good	

for	businesses	to	ignore.	Failure	to	adopt	a	mobile	payment	strategy	may	not	mean	your	business	goes	bust,	but	it	

won’t	keep	you	up	to	speed	or	ahead	of	the	competition,	and	it	certainly	won’t	help	keep	your	customers	happy.

http://www.esendex.co.uk
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